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Introduction 

About this Document 

This document provides details about the Discovery Symbology API v1. It is intended for developers who are 
familiar with the general principles of APIs and assumes they are aware of their programming language.   
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1 Developer Environments 

Clients responsible for experimenting with RDP API services require access to Refinitiv’s Developer 
Community portal and API Playground website.  

For access rights, please see your account manager. 

Developer Community 

The Developer Community provides RDP API support. It also offers self-service learning for performing 
authentication and setting up a development environment using Python and Postman. This is through 
documentation and tutorials. 

The portal enables you to connect with other API experts and users, and exchange information 
through community Q & A forums. You can browse or track issues and solutions for your relevant 
products. 

API Playground 

The API Playground provides access to Refinitiv’s RDP APIs via a Graphical User Interface (GUI).   

It acts as an interactive reference guide and tool, which allows you to test and explore the APIs, send 
requests, view responses, and review documentation.  

You can read or download API standard documentation and Swagger files.  

The API Playground also provides a Swagger tab with documentation and a ‘try it out’ interface that 
returns responses in JSON from the application. 

 

Note: For details on the Developer Community and API Playground, as well as for general 
information on using RDP, please see the RDP API Getting Started Guide. This is located 
on the Developer Community website. 

https://developers.refinitiv.com/
https://apidocs.edp.thomsonreuters.com/Apps/ApiDocs
https://developers.refinitiv.com/elektron-data-platform/elektron-data-platform-apis/docs?content=72067&type=documentation_item
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2 About the Discovery Symbology API 

For the internal and external data user who needs to understand and connect data, 
discovery/symbology/v1 is a linked data service that allows data mapping and navigation across the 
Refinitiv information model to enable easier access to data and building of new data workflows. 

This API is a request/response service and is part of the Refinitiv Data Platform.  It is a service to assist 
users with concordance, navigation and discovery of content.  The API enables customers to map from 
identifiers to a Refinitiv PermID and to navigate between identifiers. 

• Map – map from an identifier to the corresponding Refinitiv PermID for that entity.  For 

example, mapping an ISIN to an Issue PermID, or mapping a Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) to an 

Organization PermID.    

• Navigate – navigate between user selected start and end point identifiers (e.g. RIC to ISIN) using 

relationships to navigate from one entity to another. 

The Discovery Symbology API supports a wide range of market and Refinitiv entity identifiers across 
multiple asset classes.  A full list of the supported identifiers can be found in the Appendix A . 

The service is available at no additional cost to all customers subscribing to content services through the 
Refinitiv Data Platform, it is not available on a stand-alone basis. 
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3 Access to Discovery Symbology API  

The API Playground is where you can experiment with the Discovery Symbology API, as well as access 

documentation.  

Access to this site is available via a valid username and password, which you can obtain from your 

account manager.  

This site is best viewed using Google Chrome Frame. 

Access the Discovery Symbology API: 

1. Open the API Playground in your Browser. 

2. In the Search (Filter) field, start typing “symbology”.  
As you type, the ALL APIs field below displays the matching API results. 

3. Select the /discovery/symbology/v1 option.  
The available API endpoints details display in the main field. 

4. Select any endpoint details box.  
The endpoint’s details display in the main field. 

 

https://apidocs.edp.thomsonreuters.com/Apps/ApiDocs
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4 How to use the Discovery Symbology API  

Background 

Refinitiv content for organizations, instruments, quotes is organized into objects and hierarchical 

relationships.  Each object (e.g. a company, instrument, quote, trading venue) has an object Type 

associated with it and a PermID that uniquely identifies it.   Objects are related to each other via 

relationships, for example a company and an equity instrument can be linked by the IsIssuedBy 

relationship.  Objects have identifiers linked to them, for example an organisation can have Legal 

Entity Identifier. 

The Discovery Symbology API allows the user to navigate between symbologies for the same entity  

(e.g. from ISIN to CUSIP, both are identifiers of the same instrument) as well as using relationships to 

connect entities together and navigate from one to another (e.g. from ISIN to LEI, ISIN is instrument 

level and LEI is organization level). Thus, it provides intelligent navigation through the graph of 

relationships and identifiers that make up the core of the information model. 

 

Query Parameters 

Below is a table of the parameters used  

 

Parameter Type Fields Accepted Mandatory/
Optional 

Function Helpful tips 

from 
 

 

[array] identifierTypes 
values 
objectTypes 

Mandatory 'from' indicates the 
starting point of the 
request and contains 3 
elements.   
 
The array of values is 
mandatory, and the 
identifierTypes and 
objectTypes which are 
optional. 
 
If the from is a PermID 

either identifierTypes 

or objectTypes must 

be specified. 

Elements should be 
enclosed within 
quotes in  
'identifierTypes',  
'objectTypes' and 
'values'. 
 
Providing 
identifierTypes or 
objectTypes makes 
the query more 
efficient 
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Parameter Type Fields Accepted Mandatory/
Optional 

Function Helpful tips 

Multiple ‘from’s can 
be used in one 
query, this is useful 
e.g. if the user 
wants to specify 
different identifier 
types against 
different input 
values.  Example 
query in section 5 of 
this guide. 

to 
 

 

[array] identifierTypes 
values 
objectTypes 

Mandatory 'to' indicates the end 
point of the request.   
 
The identiferTypes is 
mandatory, 
 
objectTypes is optional 
unless the query type 
is auto and the to is a 
PermID 
 

PermID can not be 
combined with 
other 
identifierTypes in 
one array.  An ‘OR’ 
or separate queries 
could be used. 
 
In a ‘strict’ type  
query, value can be 
given as ‘Any’ to 
return all the 
identifier at the 
same level of the 
input identifier 
 

path 
 

 

[array] relationshipTypes 
objectTypes 
identifierTypes 
values 

Optional 'path' – is needed for 

specifying relationships 

in one-hop or multi-

hop ‘strict’ type 

queries 

Path contains 

information about the 

relationship name and 

which objectTypes are 

being navigated 

 

The path parameter 
is not required if 
the type “auto” is 
used.  
 
 
In a “strict” type 
query path is 
mandatory if a 
relationship 
traversal is required 
in the navigation 
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Parameter Type Fields Accepted Mandatory/
Optional 

Function Helpful tips 

type "string" Accepted values: 
“auto” 
"strict" 
"predefined" 

Mandatory Indicates the type of 
navigation query: auto, 
strict or predefined 
 

Predefined are 
accompanied by a 
route name which 
must be used in the 
query 

and operator  Optional  Is used for cases, 
where it is needed to 
find intersection 
between results of 
multiple paths 

 

or operator 

 

 Optional Applies to user defined 
queries. Is used for 
multipath routes, it 
means union 
operation. 

 

 

effectiveAt "string"  
 

Optional Is used to provide a 
‘point in time’ 
response based on 
current value at the 
date/time specified by 
the user.  
 
By default a current 
time will be applied. 
 

Format should be 
ISO 8601 without 
offsets in UTC:  
yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.msZ.  
 
For example 2010-
07-
07T12:34:33.100Z 

reference operator 

 

"name" 
 "status” 
"classification" 
“PermID” 

Optional Allows the user to add 
basic entity 
information to the 
query response to aid 
understanding and 
disambiguate results 

More info in 
Reference 
Parameter section 
of document 

filter operator 

 

"status":"active" 
 

Optional Allows the user to 
specify whether results 
are filtered based on 
whether the related 
entity is active  

More info in the 
Active Filter section 
of the document 
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Query Fields 

Field Field 
type 

Mandatory/
Optional 

Function Helpful tips 

identifierTypes [array] Optional in 
‘from’, 
Mandatory 
in ‘to’ 

Indicates the type of 
identifier used in the 
request given to 
Symbology. It can be 
used either if user is 
requesting multiple 
identifier values or 
one. 

Identifier types are string 
fields and should be 
enclosed within quotes  
 
Any case (lower, upper or 
mixed) is accepted for the 
value,  
identifierTypes can be either 
public or Refinitiv identifier 
types of a Refinitiv PermID. 

objectTypes [array] Optional 
unless 
identifierTyp
es is a 
PermID 

To indicate a 
particular object type 
associated with the 
input values. See 
Appendix A for list of 
available objectTypes. 

In case the objectTypes is 
not known or user wants to 
include all possible 
objectTypes, user can 
provide the keyword ‘ANY’ 
 
Since object type / identifier 
type in 'from' are optional 
parameters, if this field is 
empty - "objectTypes": [] or 
"objectTypes": [""] - the 
expected behavior is to 
resolve the request to all 
possible navigation options 
 
Any cases (lower, upper or 
mixed) is accepted for the 
value, however field name 
should be an exact match 
 
If ‘to’ identifierTypes is a 
PermID, then objectTypes 
must be specified to ensure 
the correct level of PermID 
is returned e.g. 
Organization, 
AnyInstrument, AnyQuote, 
AnyVehicle, 
MarketAttributableSource 
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Field Field 
type 

Mandatory/
Optional 

Function Helpful tips 

values [array] Mandatory Mandatory in From 
part of the query  

Field name should be an 
exact match.   

 
Types of navigation 

Three types of navigation are supported.  This is set in the ‘type’ parameter of the query. 

 

• Auto 

Auto query type allows users to navigate between the relationships linking an issuer to its 
issued instruments, the quotes of the instruments and the venues of the quotes, without the 
need to specify the relationships that link the entities together. This simplifies the query 
structure for many common navigation use cases.   

When the query ‘type’ is set to ‘auto’ the API will utilize specific relationships to perform the 
navigation between the issuer – instrument – organization - venue object types.   

 

For equity issuers, instrument and quote these relationships are used 
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For Fixed Income issuers, instruments and quotes the below relationships are used in auto 
queries 

 

 

 

For Funds the below entities and relationships are used in auto route queries 
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• Strict 

Strict navigation allows a user to specify the relationship to be navigated using a ‘path’ 
parameter.  This will constrain the navigation between entities to only those relationships 
specified.  

The most commonly used relationships are given in Appendix B and there are examples of strict 
queries in Section 5 

Strict Queries will navigate ‘at level’ if no relationships are specified e.g. Instrument PermID to 

‘any’ identifier in a strict query with no relationships specified will navigate only to the 

instrument level identifiers like ISIN, CUSIP, but not quote level identifiers like RIC. 

The user can chain together multiple relationship ‘hops’ to traverse from one entity to the next 

in the same query.  Examples of one-hop and two-hop queries are also in Section 5  

Relationships are one-way so e.g. the ‘IsIssuedBy’ relationship connects an exchange traded 
instrument to an organization.  To navigate the relationship in reverse, prefix the relationship 
with ‘inverse’ for example ‘InverseIsIssuedBy’. 

 

• Predefined 

Predefined Routes enable specific navigations that can’t be achieved through auto or strict 

query Types. 

These are the currently supported Predefined routes: 
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Route Name Purpose 

FindESGStatementParent Enables the user to navigate from a corporate bond 
instrument identifier to most relevant organisation that has 
Refinitiv ESG data available 

EquityTickerCountryCodetoPrimaryRIC 
Provide input pair of equity or EFT ticker and ISO2 
country code and output the main quote for that 
company. 

IsinVenueToQuote 
 

Provide input pair of ISIN and venue identifier and 

output the quote. Venue identifier can be MIC, 

RDNExchangeCode, Price Source Code (PSC) ot 

MarketAttributableSource PermID 

FindPrimaryRIC 
Navigate from an organization or instrument to the main 

Quote/RIC for that Organization/Instrument 

 

The allowed parameters for predefined queries can be found in the ‘Parameter Requirements for 
Predefined type queries’ section of the document.  And practical examples of these predefined 
queries can be found in section 5 of the document. 

 

Format quick-help matrix, for auto and strict type queries 

The tables below show more detail about what parameters are optional/mandatory depending on 

whether a strict or auto query type is used, and depending on whether the navigation is from or to a 

PermID. 

 

Auto type query 

  Navigating To … 

  PermID ObjectType Identifier  

N
av

ig
at

in
g 

Fr
o

m
…

 

P
er

m
ID

 

FROM  

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional (objecttype alias 

can be used) 

identifiertype(PermID) - can be 

specified (recommended) 

 

TO 

objecttype – strongly recommended 

(multiple objects can be provided) 

identifierttype  - mandatory 

FROM  

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional (objecttype 

alias can be used) 

identifiertype(PermID) - can be 

specified (recommended) 

 

TO 

objecttype - mandatory (multiple 

objects can be provided) 

identifierttype(PermId)  - 

mandatory 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional (objecttype 

alias can be used including 'any') 

identifiertype(PermID) - can be 

specified (recommended) 

 

TO Section 

objecttype- cannot be provided with 

identifier type other than perm id 

identifierttype - mandatory 

Note: identifier type  'any' cannot be 

used in auto query 
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Id
en

ti
fi

er
 

FROM  

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional  (a broad alias 

such as objecttype 'any' cannot be 

used) 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO 

objecttype - mandatory (multiple 

objects or alias 'anyinstrument' can be 

provided) 

identifierttype  - mandatory 

FROM  

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO 

objecttype - mandatory (multiple 

objects or alias such as 

'anyinstrument' can be provided) 

identifierttype (PermID)  - 

mandatory 

FROM  

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional (a broad alias 

such as objecttype 'any' cannot be 

used) 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO 

objecttype- cannot be provided with 

identifier type other than perm id 

identifierttype  - mandatory 

O
b

je
ct

Ty
p

e 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - provided 

identifiertype – optional 

 

TO Section 

objecttype - mandatory (multiple 

objects can be provided) 

identifierttype  (PermID) - mandatory 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - provided 

identifiertype - optional  

Note: if object type is provided 

identifiertype will be a Perm ID 

 

TO Section 

objecttype - mandatory (multiple 

objects or alias such as 

'anyinstrument' can be provided) 

identifierttype (PermID) - 

mandatory 

FROM  

value-mandatory  

objecttype - provided (objecttype 

alias can be used including 'any') 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO 

objecttype- cannot be provided with 

identifier type other than perm id 

identifierttype  - mandatory 

 

 

 

 

 

Strict type query 

  Navigating To … 

  PermID ObjectType Identifier  

N
av

ig
at

in
g 

Fr
o

m
…

 

P
er

m
ID

 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional 

identifiertype(PermID) - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO Section 

Either one can be specified (one of them 

is mandatory) 

objecttype - optional 

identifierttype (PermID)  

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional 

identifiertype(PermID) - can be 

specified (recommended) 

 

TO Section 

Either one can be specified 

objecttype  

identifierttype (PermID)- 

optional 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional 

identifiertype(PermID) - can be 

specified (recommended) 

 

TO Section 

objecttype - only provided in case of 

a 'path' 

identifierttype - mandatory 

Note: Identifiertype 'any' can be used  

Note: intermediate path 'objects' are 

mandatory except the last one 
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Id
en

ti
fi

er
 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional (not really needed 

because objecttype of path is considered) 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO Section 

Either one can be specified (one of them 

is mandatory) 

objecttype 

identifierttype (PermID) 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - optional (not really 

needed because objecttype of 

path is considered) 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended) 

 

TO Section 

Either one can be specified (one 

of them is mandatory) 

objecttype 

identifierttype (PermID) 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype-optional (not really 

needed because objecttype of path is 

considered) 

identifiertype - can be specified 

(recommended if known) 

 

TO Section 

objecttype-only provided in case of a 

'path' 

identifierttype - mandatory 

Note: Identifiertype 'any' can be used 

O
b

je
ct

Ty
p

e 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - provided 

identifiertype (PermID) - optional 

identifiertype (other than PermID) – 

mandatory 

 

TO Section 

Either one can be specified (one of them 

is mandatory) 

objecttype 

identifierttype (PermID) 

Note: In this case identifier type will be a 

PermId even when not specified 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - provided 

identifiertype (PermID) - optional 

identifiertype (other than 

PermID) – mandatory 

 

TO Section 

Either one can be specified (one 

of them is mandatory) 

objecttype 

identifierttype (PermID) 

Note: In this case identifier type 

will be a PermId even when not 

specified 

FROM Section 

value-mandatory  

objecttype - provided 

identifiertype (PermID) - optional 

identifiertype (other than PermID) – 

mandatory 

 

TO Section 

objecttype 

identifierttype - mandatory 

 

Note, if a user provides a mix of PermIDs and Identifiers in the From input array, then the 
objectType parameter should not be included (even objectTypes=ANY) else the inputs that are 
identifiers will be ignored. 

 

Parameter Requirements for Predefined type queries 

Predefined type queries perform specific navigations so there are limitations on how the parameters 
can be used and some values are preset.  Example predefined type queries can be found in section 
5. 

 

 

FindESGStatementParent 

 

Query 
Parameter 

Mandator
y/Optional 

Comment 
  

From mandatory • The from value will be an instrument identifier for a corporate bond e.g. 
ISIN, CUSIP, SEDOL, Instrument PermID 
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Query 
Parameter 

Mandator
y/Optional 

Comment 
  

To optional 
• The To parameter is optional and if omitted by default the output the 

Organization PermID of the ESG Statement Parent Organization.   

• If included the To can only be an organization identifier e.g. LEI 

objectTypes not used • Not used in this t 

Type mandatory 
• The Type parameter should be set to ‘Predefined’ indicating that this is a 

predefined route that follows a specific set of data relationships, 
navigation and logic 

Route mandatory • The Route name is FindESGStatementParent 

 

 

From Ticker + Country to RIC predefined route 

Note – some ticker and country combinations can have a longer than average response time due to 
the complexity in the logic behind the predefined query  

Query 
Parameter 

Mandator
y/Optional 

Comment 
  

From mandatory • Pairs of Ticker and Country code values are to be provided in the From 
parameter.  In the format: 

                    "exchangeTicker": "ABC", 
                    "countryCode": "YZ" 

• Multiple pairs of values can be provided in one query 

• Ticker is case sensitive 

• The country code must be provided in ISO 2 character format e.g. US 

• Maximum 5 pairs of inputs in one query for best performance 

To optional 

• The user can set the To identifierTypes to RIC or PermID.  

• If set to PermID the response will return the Quote PermID related to the 
RIC    

• The To parameter is optional and if omitted by default the output will 
navigate to the RIC. 

objectTypes not 
required 

• If included must be set to “EdfQuote”. If alias “anyquote” is used only 
EDFQuotes will be included in the navigation 

Type mandatory 
• The Type parameter should be set to ‘Predefined’ indicating that this is a 

predefined route that follows a specific set of data relationships, 
navigation and logic 

Route mandatory • The Route name is EquityTickerCountryCodeToPrimaryRIC 
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From ISIN + Venue Identifier to Quote predefined route 

Query 
Parameter 

Mandatory/
Optional 

Comment 
  

From mandatory • Pairs of ISIN and venue identifiers are provided in the From parameter.  In 
the format e.g. 

 
          "MIC": "XNGS", 
          "Isin": "US30303M1027" 
 
          "RDNExchangeCode": "NSM", 
          "Isin": "US0231351067" 
 
 
          "MarketAttributableSourcePermID": "21475145381", 
          "Isin": "US0231351067" 
         
 

• 4 different venue identifiers are supported to identify the venue: MIC, 
RDNExchangeCode, PriceSourceCode, MarketAttributableSourcePermID 

• If MIC is used it should be the most granular available MIC i.e. market 
segment MIC, if the venue has no segments then the operating MIC can 
be used. 

• Multiple pairs of values can be provided in one query 

• Values are not case sensitive 

• Recommended maximum 5 pairs in one query. 

To optional 
• The user can set the To identifierTypes to RIC or PermID. If set to PermID 

the response will return the Quote PermID related to the RIC    

• The To parameter is optional and if omitted will default to Quote PermID 

objectTypes not required • If included must be set to “anyquote”.  

Type mandatory 

• The Type parameter should be set to ‘Predefined’ indicating that this is a 
predefined route that follows a specific set of data relationships and 
navigation and logic 

Route mandatory • The route name is ISINVenuetoQuote.  

• This route was previously called IsinMicToQuote, this previous name 
remains backward compatible  

 

 

FindPrimaryRIC Predefined route 

 

This prededined route provides a way to navigate from an organization or certain types of 

instrument to the main quote.  The ‘main’ quote/RIC will typically be the quote listed on the venue 

with highest liquidity. 
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Query 

Parameter 

Mandatory

/Optional 

Comment 

  

From mandatory • Can be any identifier type related to an Equity/Warrants 

Instrument or Organization.  If the ‘Anyinstrument’ alias is 

used it will still only resolve for Equity/Warrants instrument  

• Multiple input values can be provided in one query 

To optional 

• The user can set the To identifierTypes to RIC or PermID.  

• If set to PermID the response will return the Quote PermID 

related to the   Primary RIC    

• The To parameter is optional and if omitted by default the 

output will navigate to the RIC. 

objectTypes depends • Optional if request starts with identifier 

• Mandatory if request starts from an organization or 

instrument PermID  

identifierTypes optional 
• Optional but users are recommended to provide either 

objectType or identifierType for best performance 

Type mandatory • The Type parameter should be set to ‘Predefined’ indicating 

that this is a predefined route that follows a specific set of 

data relationships, from/to parameters and navigation logic 

Route mandatory • The Route name is FindPrimaryRIC 

 

 

General information about query structure 

Users are advised to provide as much information in the query as possible as this will give a better 

performance and more targeted results.  Although specifying identifierTypes or objectTypes is 

optional, they should be added if known. 

Certain combinations of to and from navigation are prohibited because the potential result set 

would be too large and negatively impact performance, for example navigation from trading venue 

identifier like MAS or MIC, to an instrument identifier is not permitted.   

Search API is better suited to situations where criteria limitations beyond identifier/object type are 

required e.g. geography, currency, classification. 
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If a user provides a mix of PermIDs and Identifiers in the From input array, then the objectType 

parameter should not be included (even objectTypes=ANY) else the inputs that are identifiers will be 

ignored. 

There is no predefined sort order to the entities returned in the API response and sort order should 

not be programmatically relied on to be in a certain order.  If a more targeted response is required 

this should be done through a more specific query. 

 

objectTypes and Aliases 

Refinitiv entities have specific object types names depending on the type of entity.  For example, an 

organization has the objectType ‘organization’.   

Instruments and quotes have more granular objectTypes that are asset class specific, for example: 
‘EDInstrument’ (exchange data instrument), ‘GovCorpInstrument’ (government/corporate bond 
instrument).   

For most general use cases, the customer does not need to know the granular object type and can 
instead use the aliases e.g.  ‘AnyInstrument’ or ‘AnyQuote’ to include all possible types of that entity 
within the query navigation. 

The objectTypes value ‘Any’ can be used as a super alias to scope in all objectTypes at the same 
time.  ‘Any’ can also be used as an alias for all identiferTypes values in strict queries. 

Appendix A has a list of common objectTypes and aliases.  

 

Reference parameter 

The reference parameter allows the user to add basic entity information to the query response to 

aid understanding and disambiguate results.   

The parameter is optional and works with all query types in the /lookup end point: auto, strict and 

predefined. 

The reference information provided is associated with entities, not  identifiers.  If the To is an 

identifier then the reference information will be that of the entity the identifier is linked to .  For 

example if the To is an ISIN, the reference information will be that of the instrument entity the ISIN 

is an identifier for.   

The available reference fields are: 

• Name – provides a common name for the entity.  If the output is an identifier, the name will 

be the name of the entity the identifier is linked to. 

• Status – indicates if the entity is active or inactive.  If the navigation is to an identifier then 

this will indicate if the entity the identifier is linked to is active or inactive.  Note, it is 

possible to have active (i.e. non end-dated) identifiers on inactive entities. 
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• Classification – a high level textual classification of the entity, or of the entity which the 

identifier is linked to 

• PermID – shows the PermID of the at-level entity to the input, e.g. if the ‘from’ is an ISIN this 

would return the instrument PermID.  If the customer wants to map an identifier to a 

PermID it is better done through a query where the ‘to’ is a PermID and objectTypes is 

specified, rather than adding PermID as a reference field output. 

The reference fields returned in symbology API should only be used to aid a human understanding of 

results.  They must not be used for any other purpose such as a source of reference data for display 

or other applications: Refinitiv provides a range of specific reference data solutions for that purpose. 

If the API is being called programmatically, we recommend not to return reference fields because 

response time performance will be reduced. 

 

Active Filter 

The filter parameter can be used to show only the results related to active entities.  This is useful for 

example when navigating to RICs, to return only the active RICs in the response. 

The filter is applied to entities rather than identifiers.  If the active filter is applied where the 

navigation is to a PermID, only PermIDs of active entities will be  would returned.  If the active filter 

is applied where the navigation is to an identifier, then only the identifiers of active entities at the 

same level as the identifier would be returned.  For example if active filter is used when the To is a 

RIC, only RICs attached to active quote entities would be returned. 

The filter parameter only works on the response, not on the inputs.  If a query involves multiple 

hops between relationships, the filter is only applied to the final output. 

The filter parameter can be used in all types of queries in the lookup endpoint auto, strict and pre-

defined. 

Active filter use is included in the example queries 

 

objectTypes when navigating ‘to’ a PermID with an auto query 

Including the objectTypes is important and strongly recommended when navigating ‘to’ a PermID in 

an auto query to ensure the correct level of PermID is returned.  

For example if the ‘from’ is a RIC and the ‘to’ is a PermID, the user should specify whether they want 
to navigate to the PermID of the quote, the instrument or the organization related to that RIC.   

Examples in the table below: 
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Navigation Query 

Map identifier to 
Organization PermID, e.g. RIC 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["RIC"], 
      "values": ["IBM.N", "TRI.TO"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "objectTypes": ["organization"], 
      "identifierTypes": ["PermID"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "auto" 
} 

Map identifier to Instrument 
PermID 

{ 
    "from": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": ["RIC"], 
            "values": ["IBM.N","TRI.TO"] 
        } 
    ], 
    "to": [ 
       { 
           "objectTypes": ["anyinstrument"], 
           "identifierTypes": ["PermID"] 
       } 
    ], 
    "type": "auto" 
} 

Map identifier to Quote 
PermID 

{ 
    "from": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": ["RIC"], 
            "values": ["IBM.N","TRI.TO"] 
        } 
    ], 
    "to": [ 
       { 
           "objectTypes": ["anyquote"], 
           "identifierTypes": ["PermID"] 
       } 
    ], 
    "type": "auto" 
} 
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If the To is a PermID and the objectTypes is not provided in the query, the output will be the PermID 
of the entity directly connected to the identifier. 

Navigating to the ‘Primary RIC’ of an equity instrument 

Equity instruments can have listings on multiple trading venues.  Refinitiv provides relationships to 
navigate to the primary equity RIC for an instrument.  The primary RIC is typically the RIC with 
highest liquidity. 

Navigation to the primary RIC is done using the relationships below with a strict query type: 

Relationship Entities connected 
by the relationship 

Comment 

 IsValuationQuoteOf RIC to instrument Valuation quote returns the 
composite RIC (e.g. ‘IBM’ for 
companies where the main quote is 
on a USA exchange.  If a non-
composite quote (e.g. ‘IBM.N) is 
required for the US, use the 
PrimaryTradedQuoteOf 
relationship instead 

InverseIsValuationQuoteOf Instrument to RIC 
Use inverse relationship when 
starting point is instrument 

IsPrimaryTradedQuoteOf RIC to instrument coverage primarily for US to 
provide a specific venue quote 
where the 'Valuation Quote' would 
otherwise provide the US 
composite quote 

InverseIsPrimaryTradedQuoteOf Instrument to RIC 
Use inverse relationship when 
starting point is instrument 

 

Example queries navigating to the primary RIC are included in the examples section. 

 

A Predefined route query is also available to perform this navigation ‘FindPrimaryRIC’ this will accept 
organization or instrument identifiers and navigate directly to the primary RIC.  See Predefined route 
query examples. 

 

Navigating to the Primary Equity Instrument issued by an organization 

Organizations can issue multiple equity instruments.  Refinitiv provides a relationship to navigate to 
the primary equity instrument of an organization: 
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Relationship Entities connected by 
the relationship 

Comment 

IsPrimarySecurityOf Instrument to 
Organization 

Coverage is only for equity 
instruments 

InverseIsPrimarySecurityOf 
Organization to 
Instrument 

Use inverse relationship if starting 
point is organization 

 

 ‘or’ and ‘and’ queries 

An ‘or’ query helps the user to combine multiple ‘from’ and ‘to’ points in one request and is typically 
used in conjunction with a ‘strict’ query where e.g. different relationship paths need to be specified 
for different from/to requests. For a single ‘to’ the user does not need to use ‘or’.  ‘Or’ queries can 
combine an auto and a strict query.  See section 5 for an example Or query. 

“and” is an intersection filter for two requests that gives the intersection of a result set for two 
requests. 

 

Pagination and dynamic pagination 

By default, if an API response contains more 10,000 rows then results will be paginated, this is to 
ensure large responses do not degrade experience by delaying delivery of the output.  The query is 
run in full on Refinitiv systems and the full results are cached, and the user can then bring back those 
results page by page. 

If results are paginated the customer will see the below at the end of the response: 

    "metadata": { 

        "firstPage": "/lookup?id=5d85aab1-e984-4cf8-a891-7e6fcd3467a3&page=1", 
        "nextPage": "/lookup?id=5d85aab1-e984-4cf8-a891-7e6fcd3467a3&page=2", 
        "lastPage": "/lookup?id=5d85aab1-e984-4cf8-a891-7e6fcd3467a3&page=2", 
        "totalPages": 2 

    } 

    "requestId": "...", 

    "effectiveAt": "...", 

    "messages": [ 

        "Output items for value X were carried to the next page” 

 

In order to retrieve the second and/or subsequent pages the user would send a GET request to the 
API with the page details e.g. discovery/symbology/v1/lookup?id=5d85aab1-e984-4cf8-a891-
7e6fcd3467a3&page=2.  The link to receive subsequent pages has a 1 hour lifetime. 
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If an input value has results over multiple pages then the response is carried over to the next page.  
The relevant input value will be mentioned in the message and that input value is repeated on the 
subsequent page along with the additional responses to ensure inputs and outputs remain linked 
together. 

The symbology API also supports dynamic pagination where the user can specify the page size in the 
request.  To do this the user can add text below to a POST request to select the required page size, 
in this example required page size is 5 

?pageSize=5 

For example: https://api.refinitiv.com/discovery/symbology/v1/lookup?pageSize=5 

 

Health check endpoint 

The Health check endpoint provides a health status of the application.   

The user can send the following GET request: api.refinitiv.com/discovery/symbology/v1/health  

If the application health is normal then the user will see the response: 

 

{ 

  "status": "UP" 

} 
 

If the application is down the user will see an error message depending on your access method 
(Postman, API Docs etc) 

 

Lookup-type endpoint  

The lookup-type endpoint allows a user to check the type information for a given input. 

If the input is a PermID, the output will provide information on which identifierTypes and which 
objectTypes that PermID appears in.   

If the input is an identifier, the output will provide the identifierType of the input. 

The "showHistory": "true" parameter can be used in this endpoint which will return the effective 
from and effective to dates for identifiers. 

 

Endpoints 

The API has the following end points 
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End Point Description 

/LOOKUP 

Provides mapping and navigating service to/from Identifiers and 

Refinitiv PermID based on the input.  This is the main endpoint for 

requests on the symbology service. 

/LOOKUP-TYPE Check the Object or Identifier type information for a given input 

/HEALTH Healthcheck endpoint, check if the service is up 
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5 Example Queries for /lookup endpoint 

Auto route query examples 

Navigation Query 

Identifier to Identifier 
 
e.g. ISIN to LEI 
 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["ISIN"], 
      "values": ["US30303M1027","US0231351067"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["LEI"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "auto" 
} 

Identifier to Identifier 
 
e.g. ISIN to CUSIP 
 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["ISIN"], 
      "values": ["US30303M1027","US0231351067"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["CUSIP"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "auto" 
} 

Identifier to multiple 
Identifiers 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["RIC"], 
      "values": ["DPWGn.DE"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["ISIN","LEI","ExchangeTicker"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "auto" 
} 
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Navigation Query 

Identifier to all the ‘at-level’ 
identifiers for the entity. 
 
‘At level’ means if the input 
is a quote level identifier, 
the output will be all 
related quote level 
identifiers;  if input is 
organization level output 
will be organisation level 
identifers etc 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": [ 
        "ISIN" 
      ], 
      "values": [ 
        "US4592001014" 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["ANY"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "strict" 
} 

Query utilizing the 
reference parameter 

{ 
    "from": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": [ 
                "LEI" 
            ], 
            "values": [ 
                "2138005T2FZP3AUV6X26" 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "type": "auto", 
    "to": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": [ 
                "PermID" 
            ], 
            "objectTypes": [ 
                "EDinstrument" 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "reference": [ 
        "name", 
        "status", 
        "classification" 
    ] 
} 
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Strict query examples 

In strict queries the ‘path’ operator is used to define the relationships that join the entities between 
the ‘from’ and ‘to’.   

 

Navigation Query 

Organization Identifier to 
Primary Equity RIC 

 

‘2-hop’ query: 
organization to 
instrument, then 
instrument to quote 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["LEI"], 
      "values": ["549300561UZND4C7B569"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": ["RIC"] 
    } 
  ], 
  "path": [ 
    { 
      "relationshipTypes": ["InverseIsPrimarySecurityOf"], 
      "objectTypes": [ 
        { 
          "from": "Organization", 
          "to": "AnyInstrument" 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "relationshipTypes": ["InverseIsValuationQuoteOf"], 
      "objectTypes": [ 
        { 
          "from": "AnyInstrument", 
          "to": "AnyQuote" 
        } 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "strict" 
} 
 

Equity Instrument to 
Valuation Quote RIC. 
 
‘One-hop’ query 
instrument to quote 

{ 
    "from": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": ["ISIN"], 
            "values": ["CA8849037095"] 
        } 
    ], 
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Navigation Query 

    "to": [ 
       { 
           "identifierTypes": ["RIC"] 
       }  
    ], 
    "path": [ 
        { 
            "relationshipTypes": [ 
                "InverseIsValuationQuoteOf" 
            ], 
            "objectTypes": [ 
                { 
                    "from": "AnyInstrument", 
                    "to": "AnyQuote" 
                } 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "type": "strict" 
} 

A query using multiple 
‘from’s  

{ 
    "from": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": [ 
                "Isin" 
            ], 
            "values": [ 
                "XS0328866982" 
            ] 
        }, 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": [ 
                "Cusip" 
            ], 
            "values": [ 
                "98975T101" 
            ] 
        }, 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": [ 
                "Sedol" 
            ], 
            "values": [ 
                "BDDMNF9" 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "type": "strict", 
    "to": [ 
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Navigation Query 

        { 
            "objectTypes": [ 
                "Organization" 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "path": [ 
        { 
            "relationshipTypes": [ 
                "IsIssuedBy", 
                "InverseIsIssuerOf" 
            ], 
            "objectTypes": [ 
                { 
                    "from": "AnyInstrument", 
                    "to": "Organization" 
                } 
            ] 
        } 
    ] 
} 

 

 

Predefined query examples 

Predefined queries use specific built-in routes that are difficult to achieve or can’t be written as auto 
or strict queries  

 

Navigation Query 

FindESGStatementParent 
 
Navigating from ISIN to 
PermID of the 
ESGSatementParent 
organisation 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": [ 
        "ISIN" 
      ], 
      "values": [ 
        "US141784AR94" 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "predefined", 
  "route": "FindESGStatementParent" 
} 

FindESGStatementParent  
 

{ 
  "from": [ 
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Navigation Query 

Navigating from ISIN to LEI 
of the ESGSatementParent 
organisation 
 

    { 
      "identifierTypes": [ 
        "ISIN" 
      ], 
      "values": [ 
        "US141784AR94" 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 
      "identifierTypes": [ 
        "LEI" 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "predefined", 
  "route": "FindESGStatementParent" 
} 

Ticker+Country to RIC 
route.  
 
Single pair of input values 
Ticker=IBM and 
country=US navigation to  
RIC 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "values": [ 
        { 
          "exchangeTicker": "IBM", 
          "countryCode": "US" 
        } 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "predefined", 
  "route": "EquityTickerCountryCodeToPrimaryRIC" 
} 
 

Ticker+Country to RIC 
route 
 
Multiple input pairs 
 
To return PermID instead 
of RIC, the ‘to’ parameter 
should be included with 
identifierTypes value 
PermID  

{ 

  "from": [ 

    { 

      "values": [ 

        { 

          "exchangeTicker": "ADV", 

          "countryCode": "US" 

        }, 

        { 

          "exchangeTicker": "VOD", 

          "countryCode": "US" 

        } 

      ] 

    } 
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Navigation Query 

  ], 

  "to": [ 

    { 

      "identifierTypes": [ 

        "PermID" 

      ] 

    } 

  ], 

  "type": "predefined", 

  "route": "EquityTickerCountryCodeToPrimaryRIC" 

} 

 

ISIN + Venue Identifier to 

RIC using predefined route 

 

Navigating to Quote 

PermID  

{ 

  "from": [ 

    { 

      "values": [ 

        { 

          "MarketAttributableSourcePermID": "21475145381", 

          "Isin": "US0231351067" 

        }, 

        { 

          "RDNExchangeCode": "NSM", 

          "Isin": "US0231351067" 

        }, 

        { 

          "MIC": "XNGS", 

          "Isin": "US30303M1027" 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  ], 

  "to": [ 

    { 

      "identifierTypes": [ 

        "RIC" 

      ] 

    } 

  ], 

  "type": "predefined", 

  "route": "IsinVenueToQuote" 

} 

ISIN and MIC to quote 
predefined route 
 
Navigating to RIC 
 

{ 
  "from": [ 
    { 
      "values": [ 
        { 
          "Isin": "US4592001014", 
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Navigation Query 

          "Mic": "XNYS" 
        } 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "to": [ 
    { 

      "identifierTypes": [ 
        "RIC" 
      ] 
    } 
  ], 
  "type": "predefined", 
  "route": "IsinMicToQuote" 
} 

FindPrimaryRIC 
 
From ISIN, if no ‘to’ is 
specified output defaults 
to RIC 

{ 
    "from": [ 
        { 
            "identifierTypes": [ 
                "Isin" 
            ], 
            "values": [ 
                "GB0030913577" 
            ] 
        } 
    ], 
    "type": "predefined", 
    "route": "FindPrimaryRic" 
} 
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Effective Date query example 

 

Navigation Query 

Quote PermID to RIC 
navigation at a point in 
time.   
 
If effective date is moved 
to the following day the 
RIC for this Quote PermID 
changes from LSE.L to 
LSEG.L. 

{ 

  "from": [ 

    { 

      "objectTypes": [ 

        "anyquote" 

      ], 

      "identifierTypes": [ 

        "PermID" 

      ], 

      "values": [ 

        "55850485015" 

      ] 

    } 

  ], 

  "to": [ 

    { 

      "identifierTypes": [ 

        "RIC" 

      ] 

    } 

  ], 

  "type": "auto", 

  "effectiveAt": "2021-01-28T12:34:33.100Z" 

} 
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6 Example queries for /lookup-type endpoint 

Look up Query 

PermID to identifierTypes 
and ObjectTypes 
 

{ 
  "values": [ 
    "4298007752", 
    "8589953370" 
  ] 
} 

Identifier to 
identifierTypes 

{ 
  "values": [ 
    "LSEG.L", 
    "B0SWJX3", 
    "BQ4BKCS1HXDV9HN80Z93" 
  ] 
} 

Identifier to 
identifierTypes with 
effective from and to 
dates 

{ 
  "values": [ 
    "RTR.L", 
    "FIA.MI", 
    "GDI.N" 
  ], 
  "showHistory": "true" 
} 
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7 Customer Responsibilities 

Any use of symbology requires licensing by the relevant symbology owner. You may have the 

required usage rights under existing contracts with the symbology owner, and/or in some instances, 

symbology owners may allow usage on open licensing terms: please check your usage rights with 

relevant owners. Specifically (but without limitation) customers must ensure their licenses for SEDOL 

and CUSIP (for CUSIP and CUSIP-ISIN) are kept current after access has been granted to view 

these fields. 

Customers are reminded that any RIC usage requires a contractual RIC license granted by Refinitiv 

and is governed by its terms of use. Standard RIC usage rights granted as part of Refinitiv information 

services are set out in the Information Schedule of customer’s contract with Refinitiv.  Customers may 

also have specific RIC licenses granting additional RIC usage rights in specific use cases in addition to 

the standard ones. This RIC Rights Overview aims to provide a plain English description of RIC usage 

rights by providing answers to the most commonly asked questions by customers. If you have any 

queries relating to RICs, including the usage rights associated with them, please contact your account 

manager, or contact us at www.refinitiv.com/en/contact-us 

Customers should subscribe to the relevant alerts and Product Change Notifications in order to receive 

important update about service impacting issues or product changes and enhancements. 

 

 

https://my.refinitiv.com/content/dam/myrefinitiv/products/10655/en/BrochuresandF/EU_EXTERNAL_RicRightsOverviewFINALv2-0October2018.pdf
http://www.refinitiv.com/en/contact-us
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8 Error messages 

Below is a list of error messages and their meaning.    

 

Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"from" or "to "field is absent 400 "message": "Missing fields in query 
request format" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"from" or "to" field is empty 
array 

400 "message": "Missing fields in query 
request format" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"from" field is present but 
without "values" 

400 "message": "Missing fields in query 
request format" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"to" field is present but it 
does not contain any 
"objectTypes" or 
"identifierTypes" inside 

400 "message": "Missing fields in query 
request format" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

'values' is empty or value = 
null 

400 "message": "Missing fields in query 
request format" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"type" field is absent 400 "message": "Missing required 
parameter: type" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"type" field has not 
implemented value 

400 "message": "<type_value> type is 
not supported" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"type" field is "predefined" 
but “routeId” wasn't set  

400 "message": "Missing required 
parameter: routeId" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

"path" has one JSONObject 
with relationships and object 
types, and other is empty 

400 "message": "RelationshipTypes 
missed, incomplete path" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

Segment in "path" has object 
types, but hasn't relationship 

400 "message":  "RelationshipTypes 
missed, incomplete path" 
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Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

object-to-object pattern 
without "path" parameter 
(without relationship) 

400 In strict request: 
 "message": "RelationshipTypes 
missed, incomplete path" 

  
In auto request: 
 "message":  "The same level object 
or identifier type was provided as 
input and output values. Please 
change either of these values or 
provide path between objects for 
strict request type." 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

When from and to contain 
same objectTypes or 
identifierTypes and there is no 
path 

400 "message": "The same object or 
identifier type was provided as 
input and output values. Please 
change either of these values or 
provide strict request with path 
between objects. " 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

Request is from identifier and 
first segment in path has no 
"from" object type 

400 "message": "Path step #<segment 
number with issue> should have 
both `from` and `to` parts" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

Request is to identifier and 
last segment in path has no 
"to" object type 

400 "message": "Path step #<segment 
number with issue> should have 
both `from` and `to` parts" 

Request does not 
contain required 
parameter 

Request has no "to" object" 
type in segment and no 
"from" object" type in next 
segment  

400 "message": "Path step #<segment 
number with issue> should have 
both `from` and `to` parts" 

Field has wrong 
format 

"from" field is present and 
"values" or "identifierTypes" 
or "objectTypes" has single 
JSONObject parameter 
instead of JSONArray 

400 "message": "Parse error. Expected 
array instead of singular value for 
the <field>" 

Field has wrong 
format 

Request has "effectiveAt" 
field in wrong format 

400 Unable to parse effectiveAt 
parameter (Invalid value). Correct 
format: yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.msZ (without offsets) 
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Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Field has wrong 
format 

"effectiveAt" field in 
multipath\filter request is not 
in root 

400 Please put effectiveAt parameter in 
the root for multipath and filter 
requests 

Request has 
wrong data 

"type" field is "predefined", 
“routeId” set, but request also 
has "path" field 

400 "message": "Path is not applicable 
to predefined requests" 

Request has 
wrong data 

non-existing key 400 "message": "Unrecognized field 
<non_existent_key>" 

Request has 
wrong data 

If a user tries to request 
anything incorrectly as it 
wasn’t predefined we should 
return an error 

400 "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don’t match to 
predefined route" 

Request has 
wrong data 

In predefined request, route is 
"from" "identifierTypes" that 
is correct, but a user sets 
unsupported identifierTypes 
or objectTypes (input or 
output). 

400 "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don’t match to 
predefined route" 

Request has 
wrong data 

In predefined request, a route 
should have in "from" object 
but in a user sets in "from" 
identifier 

400 "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don’t match to 
predefined route" 

Request has 
wrong data 

In predefined request, route 
should have in "from" object 
but a user sets unsupported 
objectTypes 

400 "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don’t match to 
predefined route" 

Request has 
wrong data 

Request has both "ANY" and 
"PermID" as input 
IdentifierTypes or as output 
IdentifierTypes 

400 "message": "Can't mix PermID with 
other identifier types in one array, 
please use request with 'or'" 

Request has 
wrong data 

Input or output type is 
different from routes 
definition on predefined 
request: 

400 "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don’t match to 
predefined route" 

Request has 
wrong data 

Some of identifier or object 
types in "from" or "to" are 
different from routes 
definition but other are right. 

200 "message": "Some of 'From' and 'to' 
parameters don’t match to 
predefined route" 

Request has 
wrong data 

Object types in "from" are 
fully different then "from" 
object types in first segment 

400 "message": Object types in ”from” 
or “to” don’t match to path” 
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Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Request has 
wrong data 

Object type set to ANY in 
predefined route request 

400 "message": "ANY type should not be 
used for object types in predefined 
query" 

Request has 
wrong data 

Identifier type set to ANY in 
predefined route request 

400 "message": "ANY type should not be 
used for identifier types in 
predefined query" 

Request has 
unsupported\dup
licated fields 

identifierTypes' is not 
available or 'IdentifierTypes' is 
not valid 

400 "message": Some identifier types 
are not found: UnknownType1, 
UnknownType2 

Request has 
unsupported\dup
licated fields 

objectTypes' is not available 
or 'objectTypes' is not valid 

400 "message": Some object types are 
not found: UnknownType1, 
UnknownType2 

Request has 
unsupported\dup
licated fields 

RelationshipTypes' is not 
available or is not valid 

400 "message": Some relationship types 
are not found: UnknownType1, 
UnknownType2 

Request has 
unsupported\dup
licated fields 

Predefined routes: 400 "message": "The route id does not 
exist" 

Request has 
unsupported\dup
licated fields 

Request has no body 400 "message": "No request body is 
passed", 

Request has 
unsupported\dup
licated fields 

 Request has number of 
inputs that more than limit 

400 message": "Number of input values 
is greater than maximum allowed 
1500" 

Auto type queries Identifier type is not set to 
perm id when object type is 
provided 

400 "message": "Identifier types should 
be set to PermID, when object type 
is provided" 

Auto type queries Object type should not be set 
to any in to part 

400 "message": "ANY type should not be 
used for output object types of auto 
query" 

Auto type queries Identifier type should not be 
set to any in to part 

400 "message": "ANY type should not be 
used for output identifier types of 
auto query" 

Auto type queries To part is missing 400 "message": "To part is missing from 
auto query" 
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Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Auto type queries From part is missing 400 "message": "From part is missing 
from auto query." 

Auto type queries Value is missing in from part 400  "message": "Value is missing in 
From part of auto query." 

Auto type queries User send not supported by 
auto routes identifier type 

400 "message": "Input (or output) 
identifier type is not supported for 
auto request: Iso4217" 

Auto type queries User send not supported by 
auto routes object type 

400 "message": "Input (or output) object 
type is not supported for auto 
request: Geography" 

Auto type queries "type" field is "auto",  but 
request also has "path" field 

400 "message": "Path is not applicable 
to auto requests" 

Invalid JSON 
format 

Invalid format 400 "message": "Invalid JSON format" 

Predefined routes Input value in wrong or has 
other type 

200 In input with such pair: 

Predefined routes Predefined request, but route 
in not exist or not supported 

400 "message": "Incorrect route name", 

Predefined routes Predefined request, but field 
route is not present 

400 "message": "Missing required 
parameter: route", 

Predefined routes Predefined request, but path 
is also set 

400 "message": "Path is not applicable 
to predefined requests", 

Predefined routes Fields in from are not match 
to predefined route 

400  "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don't match to 
predefined route" 

Predefined routes Field in to is not match to 
predefined route 

400 "message": "'From' and 'to' 
parameters don't match to 
predefined route" 

Predefined routes Values in from has wrong data 
quantity 

400  "message": "Some of 'from' and 'to' 
parameters don't match to 
predefined route" 

Predefined routes New predefined route, but 
from is as in strict request: 

400 "message": "Some of 'from' and 'to' 
parameters don't match to 
predefined route. Incorrect format" 
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Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Predefined routes New predefined route, but 
from has identifier or object 
types: 

400 "message": "Fields "identifierTypes" 
and "objectTypes" are not 
applicable to such predefined 
route" 

Predefined routes From with predefined fields, 
but strict request 

400 "Field “countryCode” can be used 
only for some requests with 
predefined type. Please use fields 
“identifierTypes” and “values” 
instead 

Predefined routes To field has alias "Any" 400 "message": "ANY type should not be 
used for object types in predefined 
query" 

Predefined routes New predefined request has 
multiple from or multiple to 

400 "message": "‘From’ and ‘to’ should 
be a single array, please provide 
multiple values in the same array", 

Predefined routes Identifier types in not present 
in to (but object type is 
present) 

400 "message": "Identifier type is 
missing in To part of query 

Predefined routes Empty to or empty types in to 400 "message": "Missing fields in query 
request format" 

Predefined routes New predefined route is part 
of "and" or "or" request 

400 "message": Predefined request can't 
be used in "or" or "and" request" 

Demo access Request on strict or 
predefined type 

403 - 
Forbidden 

"message": "Only auto type is 
allowed for demo account", 

Demo access Request with "and" or "or" 403 - 
Forbidden 

"message": "Demo account is not 
entitled to requested "and" or "or" 
query", 

Demo access Not allowed object type in 
"to" 

403 - 
Forbidden 

"message": "Demo account is not 
entitled to requested object types", 

Demo access One of object types is not 
allowed 

200 Valid response with all results on 
allowed object types, but with: 

Demo access Not allowed identifier type in 
"to" 

403 - 
Forbidden 

"message": "Demo account is 
entitled to use only PermID 
identifier type", 
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Error Category Issue type and conditions Status code Error message 

Demo access One of identifier types is not 
allowed 

200 "messages": ["Demo account is 
entitled to use only PermID 
identifier type"] 

Demo access Demo user requesting lookup-
type endpoint 

403 - 
Forbidden 

message": "This endpoint is 
forbidden for demo usage" 

Demo access Demo request has number of 
inputs that more than limit 

400 - Bad 
request 

message": "Number of input values 
is greater than maximum 100 
allowed for demo user" 
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9 Appendix A  

List of objectTypes 

 

Entity Type Alias ObjectType Name Note 

Organization  Organization  

Fund  Fund 

This is the fund entity itself, not 

the organization that manages or 

administers the fund  

Instrument Anyinstrument AbsCmoInstrument Asset Backed or CMO fixed 

income Instrument 

CdsContract  

EDInstrument Exchange Traded Instrument 

FxirInstrument FX or rates instrument 

GovCorpInstrument Government/corporate bond 

instrument 

MbsPoolInstrument  

MbsTbaInstrument Mortgage Backed Security To 

Be Announced instrument 

MuniInstrument  

FundShareClass Lipper ‘LP’ RICs are at this level 

SPInstrument Structured Product Instrument.  

Quote Anyquote AbsCmoQuote  

CdsQuote  

EdfQuote  

FxirQuote  

GovCorpQuote  
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Entity Type Alias ObjectType Name Note 

MbsPoolQuote  

MbsTbaQuote  

MuniQuote  

SPQuote  

Vehicle Anyvehicle 

AbsCmoVehicle  

CdsVehicle  

FxirVehicle  

GovCorpVehicle  

MuniVehicle  

Venue   MarketAttributableSource Source of pricing, e.g. trading 

venue 

 

Note - ‘Any’ can be used as a super-alias to include all objectTypes 
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Appendix B 

List of commonly used relationships 

 

Relationship Name From Entity To Entity O
rg

a
n

iz
a

ti
o

n
 

Instruments and Quotes 

E
x

c
h

a
n

g
e

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

v
e

rn
m

e
n

t 

C
o

rp
o

ra
te

 B
o

n
d

s
 

A
s

s
e

t 
B

a
c
k

e
d

 

S
tr

u
c

tu
re

d
 P

ro
d

u
c

t 

 F
u

n
d

 

M
B

S
, 

M
u

n
i 

IsUltimateParentOf Organization Organization X             

IsIssuerOf Organization Instrument     X         

IsManagedBy Organization Fund       X  

IsIssuedBy Fund Fundshareclass       X  

IsIssuedBy Instrument Organization   X     X     

IsPrimarySecurityOf Instrument Organization   X           

DependentIssueIs Instrument Instrument   X           

HasMainQuoteOf Instrument Quote     X    

HasUnderlyingOf Instrument Inst/Quote  X       

HasUnderlyingIssue Instrument Instrument   X           

HasUnderlyingQuote Instrument Quote   X           

IsEligibleToTradeOn Instrument Venue     X X       

IsTradedOn Inst/Quote Organization   X X   X      

IsTradedOnSubmarketOf Instrument Venue     X    

IsQuoteOf Quote Instrument   X X X X    X 

IsDependentAssetOf Quote Instrument   X            

IsPrimaryTradedQuoteOf Quote Instrument   X            

IsValuationQuoteOf Quote Instrument   X            

IsWarrantMainQuoteOf Quote Instrument   X            

UnderlyingCommodityIs Quote Commodity   X            

IsVehicleOf Quote Vehicle     X X      X 
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Relationship Name From Entity To Entity O
rg

a
n

iz
a

ti
o

n
 

Instruments and Quotes 

E
x

c
h

a
n

g
e

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

v
e

rn
m

e
n

t 

C
o

rp
o

ra
te

 B
o

n
d

s
 

A
s

s
e

t 
B

a
c
k

e
d

 

S
tr

u
c

tu
re

d
 P

ro
d

u
c

t 

 F
u

n
d

 

M
B

S
, 

M
u

n
i 

IsCompositeQuoteOf Quote Quote   X            

SecondaryUnderlyingAssetIs Quote Quote   X            

IsProvidedBy Quote Venue   X            

IsQuotedBy Quote Venue     X X        

QuoteIsSourcedFrom Quote Venue   X            
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Appendix C 

Identifier types covered by asset class 

 

IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 
C

o
rp

 B
o

n
d
 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d
 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

AllCode  X          

AlternateIsin  X          

Austraclear   X  X       

AustraliaCode  X          

AustrianCode   X  X       

BelgiumCode   X  X       

BovespaFix   X         

BuenosAiresCode  X          

BuenosAiresStockExchangeCode   X         

CajaDeValores   X         

Cedel   X  X       

CentralMoneymarketsUnitServicesCode   X  X       

CheapestToDeliverBasketISIN            

CheapestToDeliverISIN            

ChinaCode            

ChinaInterbankCode   X         

ChineseBondPinyinCode   X         

Cik X           

CinsNumber  X X         
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IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 
C

o
rp

 B
o

n
d
 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d
 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

ColombiaStockExchangeCode   X  X       

CommonCode  X X  X       

Cusip  X X  X  X X X   

Cusip6 X           

DenmarkCode   X         

DutchCode   X  X       

EuroclearCode   X  X       

EuroclearFranceCode   X         

ExchangeIsin  X          

ExchangeTicker  X          

FinanceMinistryVenezuelaCode   X         

FinlandCode   X         

HongKongCode  X X  X       

HongKongMonetaryAuthorityIssueCode   X         

HungaryCode   X         

IndepthDataId   X  X       

Isin  X X X X  X X X   

IsmaId   X  X       

ISMANumber  X          

Israelfundid       X     

ItalianCode   X  X       

JapanItaCode            

JapanSicc  X          
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IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 
C

o
rp

 B
o

n
d
 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d
 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

JohannesburgCode  X          

JohannesburgStockExchangeCode  X          

KazakstanCode  X          

KenyaCode   X         

KoreaCode  X          

LEI X           

LimaStockExchangeCode   X         

LocalCodeValue   X  X       

LuxembourgCode   X         

MalaysiaCode  X X         

MexicoBmvCode   X         

MexicoCode  X          

Mic (note this is the segment MIC)  X X        X 

MontevideoStockExchangeCode   X         

NetherlandsCode  X          

NewZealandCode  X          

NorwayCode   X         

OperatingMIC  X X        X 

OportoDerivativesCode  X          

OsloStockExchangeTicker   X         

PanamaStockExchangeSymbol   X         

PhilippinesCode  X          

RioDeJaneiroCode  X          
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IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 
C

o
rp

 B
o

n
d
 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d
 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

RussianRegistrationCode   X         

SantiagoStockExchangeCode   X         

SaoPaoloCode  X          

Sedol  X X X X       

ShanghaiCode  X X         

ShenzhenCode  X X         

Sicovam   X  X       

SingaporeCode  X X         

SdcCusip X           

SdcId X           

SomaSymbol  X          

SwedenCode   X         

TaiwanCode  X X         

ThailandBondDealingClub   X         

ThailandCode  X          

ThailandSecCode            

Ticker    X        

TradingSymbol  X          

UgandaCode   X         

UkraineCode   X         

UruguayanElectronicStockExchangeCode   X         

ValorenNumber  X X X X       

Valorinform   X         
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IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 
C

o
rp

 B
o

n
d
 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d
 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

VenezuelanCentralBankCode   X         

ViennaCode  X          

WertpapierNumber (Alias=Wert)   X X X       

Wpk  (Alias=Wert)  X  X        

Wgn   X  X       

 

 

 

 

Refinitiv content identifiers 

IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 

C
o

rp
o

ra
te

 B
o

n
d

s 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d

 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

PermID X X X X X  X X X X X 

RIC  X X X X  X X X X  

Pilc  X          

ORC   X  X   X X X  

BridgeSymbol   X  X   X    
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IdentifierType O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

Instrument / Quote 

V
e

n
u

e
 

Ex
ch

an
ge

 T
ra

d
e

d
 

G
o

ve
rn

m
e

n
t 

/ 

C
o

rp
o

ra
te

 B
o

n
d

s 

St
ru

ct
u

re
d

 P
ro

d
u

ct
 

A
ss

e
t 

B
ac

ke
d

 

 Fu
n

d
s 

M
o

rt
ga

ge
 B

ac
ke

d
 

M
u

n
i 

FX
 M

M
 

GemAlphaNumericId X           

NdaOrgId X           

MXID X           

TmtCompanyId X           

Repno X           

RDNExchangeCode           X 

LipperId X      X     

DsQuotationNumber  X          

TMTPermID  X          

IlxId  X          

VentureEconomicsId X           

ThomsonTicker  X          

DatastreamId  X          

WorldscopePermId  X          

WorldscopeId  X          

Edcoid X           

IbesTicker  X          

FundClassTicker       X     

VEFirmID X           

Zpage   X  X       

EJVPriceSourceCode   X         
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Appendix D 

Contents of Appendix C: 

Feedback 

Support 

Your Personal Information 

 

 

Feedback 

We invite your comments, corrections, and suggestions about this document. 

To share your comments, open the Help & Support Feedback page on the MyRefinitiv website. 
Your comments can be left there.  

Your feedback helps us continue to improve our user assistance.  

 

 

Support 

Get Support 

For support using RDP, go to the Help & Support page at MyRefinitiv. You can raise a query there for 
your problem. 

MyRefinitiv is the Refinitiv portal that provides a single access point for timesaving support services. It 
also provides billing, user management, and other information services.  

Support Channels 

Refinitiv also offers support channels that keep clients informed of changes to products and data, as 
well as offering real-time service alerts.  

View current changes on the Notifications and Alerts page. 
 

An Email Subscriptions section is included on the page. You can subscribe to different support 
channels here, or manage your current subscriptions.  

See the Subscriptions page for details. 

 

You are encouraged to subscribe to the following support channels:  

Change Notifications channels: 

• Data Notifications  
Content notifications of new, enhanced, or changed functionality. These may require your 
action, in products that you use. 

https://my.refinitiv.com/content/mytr/en/feedback.html
https://my.refinitiv.com/content/mytr/en/helpandsupport.html
https://my.refinitiv.com/content/mytr/en/policies/notifications-and-alerts.html
https://customers.thomsonreuters.com/cspsec_login/reg/Subscriptions.aspx
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• Content Changes   
Upcoming changes to real-time and historical data across all asset classes that are relevant 
to you. 

• RIC Change Events 
Planned changes to Refinitiv’s Instrument Codes.  

Service Alerts: 

• Service Alerts  
Real-time service alerts about planned maintenance and unplanned service issues affecting 
your products and services. You can be notified via SMS or email.  

 

 

Your Personal Information 

Refinitiv is committed to the responsible handling and protection of personal information.  

We invite you to review our Privacy Statement.   

This describes how we collect, use, disclose, transfer, and store personal information when needed to 
provide our services, and for our operational and business purposes. 

The Privacy Statement provides information about your rights. Also, how you can contact us if you 
have questions about how we handle your information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.refinitiv.com/en/policies/privacy-statement.html

